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Introduction 

To proceed: 
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Reasons behind presenting the topic: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1

                                        
1 Reported by At-Tabaraani (3/294). 
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1

Reasons for the proliferation of shopping complexes: 

 

 

Reasons for people going to these complexes: 

 

 

 

                                        
1 It was published with the verification of Hasan Husni `Abd Al-Wahhaab. 
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The meaning of the market linguistically 
and in the terminology of economists 

{And they say, "What is this 
messenger that eats food and walks in the markets?}
[QUR’AAN 25:7]

Shopping complexes are from the signs 
of the Hour 

“Before the Hour, there will be singling out individuals for 
greeting, and the prevalence of business and transactions, to 
the point that a woman will help her husband in business. 
There will also be cutting the ties of the wombs, testifying 
falsely, covering true testimonies, and abundant use of pens 
in acquiring knowledge [due to lack of strength in 
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memory].”

The minor signs of the Hour are usually mentioned to 
clarify two things: 

                                        
1 Reported by Ahmad (1/407) and Al-Haakim (4/110), and he ruled it as authentic. Al-

Haythami, may Allaah have mercy on him, said: “The narrators are those utilized in 
the Saheeh books.” (Majma` Az-Zawaa’id (7/178)). 

2 At-Tamheed (17/297). 
3 At-Tamheed (17/297). 

Al-Hasan Al-Basri, may Allaah have mercy on him, said: 
“We have come across a time where it was said: ‘The 

merchant of such-and-such tribe, and the writer of such-
and-such tribe.’ There would not be more than one 

merchant and one scribe in each neighborhood.”2  He, 
may Allaah have mercy on him, also said: “A person 

would go to a great neighborhood and would find only 
one scribe therein.”3 
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“One of the signs of the Hour is that knowledge will be 
raised, ignorance will be established, alcohol will be drunk, 

and fornication will become apparent.”

As for closeness of markets: 

“The Hour will not come until the markets are close to one 

another.”

                                        
1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari (80) and Muslim (2671). 
2 Reported by Ahmad (2/519).  Al-Haythami, may Allaah have mercy on him, said: 

“Its narrators are those of the Saheeh books, except for Sa`eed ibn Sam`aan, and 
he is trustworthy.” (Az-Zawaa’id, 7/276).  Al-Albaani also ruled it authentic in his 
book As-Silsilah As-Saheehah (6/639). 
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Markets in Islaam 

“The most beloved places on earth to Allaah are the mosques, 

and the most hated places to Allaah are the markets.”

                                        
1 It-haaf Al-Jamaa`ah fi Al-Fitanwa Al-Malaahim wa Ashraat As-Saa`ah(2/195). 
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“‘The most 
beloved places on earth to Allaah are the mosques,’

‘The 
most hated places to Allaah are the markets,’

Commotion of markets: 

“Let those who are mature and have knowledge be 
behind me, then they should line in three successive lines 

based thereon. Also, beware of commotions of the markets.”

                                                                                             
1 Reported by Muslim (671). 
2 The explanation of An-Nawawi on the book of Muslim (5/171). 
3 Fat-h Al-Baari (4/339). 
4 Reported by Muslim (432). 
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The Prophet, sallallaahu `alayhi wa sallam, was not loud 
in the markets: 

                                        
1 The explanation of An-Nawawi on the book of Muslim (4/156). 
2 Murqaat Al-Mafaateeh Sharh Mishkaat Al-Masaabeeh (4/199). 
3 Tuhfat Al-Ahwathi (2/17). 

At-Teebi, may Allaah have mercy on him, said: “It is also 
possible that the meaning is: save yourselves from being 
busied with matters of the market, because it prevents 

you from succeeding and following me in prayer.” 3 
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1 Reported by At-Tirmithi (2016) and he ruled it as authentic, and Ahmad (6/246), and 

Al-Albaani ruled it as authentic in his book Mishkaat Al-Masaabeeh (3/265). 
2 Reported by Al-Bukhaari (2018). 
3 Fat-h Al-Baari (4/343). 
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Markets are a distraction, even if they have some worldly 
benefits for the Muslim: 

                                        
1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari (118) and Muslim (2493). 
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Western-style shopping: 

                                        
1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari (1956) and Muslim (2153). 
2 Fat-h Al-Baari (4/299). 
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Other ways that these complexes emulate the Western-
style of shopping are: 

Shopping centers from the inside 

{That those who perished 
[through disbelief] would perish upon evidence and those 
who lived [in faith] would live upon evidence.} [QUR’AAN 8:42]

{To be absolved before your 
Lord and perhaps they may fear Him.} [QUR’AAN 7:164]

First: Economic corruptions: 
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Other reasons for this obsession with buying things are: 

 

 

 

{And [they are] those 
who, when they spend, do so not excessively or sparingly but 
are ever, between that, [justly] moderate} [QUR’AAN 25:67]

                                        
1 Majallat Al-Usrah (156) from the issue on Rabi` Al-Aakhir, 1427 Hijri. 
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{O children of Aadam, 
take your adornment at every masjid, and eat and drink, but 
be not excessive. Indeed, He likes not those who commit 
excess.} [QUR’AAN 7:31]

“Eat, drink, dress, and give 

charity, without any extravagance or pride.”

 

                                        
1 Reported by Ibn Maajah (3605) as well as Ahmad (2/181).  Al-Haafith Ibn Hajar, 

may Allaah have mercy on him, ruled it as authentic in his book Al-Amaali Al-
Mutlaqah (pg. 32). 
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Second: Religious and moral corruptions: 
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1 Hilyat Al-Awliyaa' (2/148) and Siyar A`laam An-Nubala’ (4/585). 
2 Ghareeb Al-Hadeeth by Ibn Qutaybah (1/321) and Al-Faa’iq by Az-Zamakhshari 

(1/275). 
3 Majma` Al-Amthaal by Abu Al-Fadhl An-Naysaaboori (1/172). 
4 Adab Ad-Dunyawa Ad-Deen(1/57). 

`Umar, may Allaah be pleased with him, said: “I see a 
man, and I like him initially. Then, I ask about him, and 
it is said that he does not have a craft or job, and I lose 
respect for him.”2  He, may Allaah be pleased with him, 
also said: “I hate seeing one of you free and without any 

work, as in, not working for the worldly life and not 
working for the Hereafter.”3 
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“There are two blessings that many people squander, and 

they are, good health and free time.”   

“The feet of a slave will not move until they are asked about 
their life and how they spent it, their knowledge and how 
they used it, their wealth, how they earned and spent it, and 

their body and how they used it.”

                                        
1 Tham Al-Hawaby Ibn Al-Jawzi (pg. 17) and At-Tabsirah by Ibn Al-Jawzi (1/121). 
2 Reported by Al-Bukhaari (6049). 
3 Reported by At-Tirmithi (2417) and he said: “It is of an acceptably authentic grade.” 
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{But there came after 
them successors who neglected prayer and pursued desires; 
so they are going to meet evil.} [QUR’AAN 19:59]

 

                                        
1 Hilyat Al-Awliyaa' (8/113). 
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“O people who have 
believed with the tongues, but who faith did not reach their 
hearts, do not harm Muslims, do not scold and rebuke them 
for their previous sins, do not chase their private areas and 
faults, because those who chase the faults of their brothers, 
then Allaah will pursue their faults, and whoever’s faults 
Allaah pursues, He will expose them even if he was in his 

home hiding from others.”

                                        
1 Reported by At-Tirmithi (2032) and Al-Albaani ruled it as authentic in his book 

Saheeh At-Targheeb wa At-Tarheeb (2/292). 
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{Indeed, those who like 
that immorality should be spread [or publicized] among 
those who have believed will have a painful punishment in 
this world and the Hereafter. And Allaah knows and you do 
not know.} [QUR’AAN 24:19]
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There is no hope! 
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{Tell the believing 
men to reduce [some] of their vision and guard their private 
parts. That is purer for them. Indeed, Allaah is Acquainted 
with what they do. And tell the believing women to reduce 
[some] of their vision and guard their private parts and not 
expose their adornment except that which [necessarily] 
appears thereof.} [QUR’AAN 24:30-31]
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Ways of making advances: 
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“All of you are guardians, and all of you 
are held accountable. So, a leader of the people is a 
guardian, and they are responsible for the people. A 
man is a guardian of his family, and he is responsible 
for that. A woman is a guardian over the house of 
her husband and his children, and she is responsible 
for that. A slave is a guardian over the wealth of 
their master, and they are responsible for that. All 
of you are guardians, and all of you are responsible 
and are held accountable.”1

 

                                        
1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari (5188) and Muslim (1829)and the wording is for Al-

Bukhaari. 
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“Any woman 
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that wears perfume and passes by some people so 
that they smell her, she is a fornicating woman.”1

 

o 

“One of you should not be secluded with a 
woman, because Satan is the third.”2

o 

“I did not leave behind any trial more 
harmful to men than women.”3

“Delay a little bit, and the middle of the 
pathways are not your right; you must maintain the sides of 
the pathways.”

                                        
1 Reported by An-Nasaa’i (5141) and Al-Albaani ruled it as acceptable in his book 

Saheeh At-Targheeb wa At-Tarheeb (2/216). 
2 Reported by Ahmad (1/18) and Shu`ayb Al-Arnaa’oot said: “The chain of narration 

is authentic.”  It was also reported by Al-Bayhaqi in Ash-Shu`ab (4/374). 
3 Reported by Muslim (2740). 
4 Reported by Abu Daawood (5272) and Al-Albaani ruled it as acceptable in his book 

As-Silsilah As-Saheehah (2/536). 
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Selling forbidden products: 

‘Allaah 
and His Messenger made illegal the trade of alcohol, 

dead animals, pigs and idols.’

                                        
1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari (2121) and Muslim (1581). 
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Selling women’s clothing that is forbidden: 

                                        
1 Reported by Ahmad (6/247). 
2 Reported by Muslim (2107), and refer to Fataawa Al-Lajnah Ad-Daa’imah (13/73-

75). 
3 Fataawa Al-Lajnah Ad-Daa’imah (13/68-69-73) 
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The ruling on selling women’s clothing: 

{And 
cooperate in righteousness and piety, but do not cooperate 
in sin and aggression.} [QUR’AAN 5:2]
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{But Allaah has permitted trade and has 
forbidden interest.} [QUR’AAN 2:275]

Female mannequins: 
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Legislative maxims for commercial 
advertisements  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                        
1 Taken from Al-Hawaafiz At-Tijaariyyah At-Tasweeqiyyah by Dr. Khaalid Al-Muslih 

(pg. 209). 
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“One of you 
does not believe until they love for their brother what 
they love for themselves.”1

“One must not harm 
themselves or others.”2

Rulings of promotional prizes (marketing 
incentives)  

                                        
1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari (13) and Muslim (45). 
2 Reported by Ibn Maajah (2340) and Al-Albaani ruled it as authentic in his book 

Irwaa’ Al-Ghaleel (3/413). 
3 Taken from Al-Hawaafiz At-Tijaariyyah At-Tasweeqiyyah by Dr. Khaalid Al-Muslih 

(pg. 61 and on). 
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We shall speak about each of these in a summarized 
fashion: 

 

 

 

 

If the gift is in just some of these products: 
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Another type of marketing incentive: 
Promotional competitions  

 

 

                                        
1 For more knowledge refer to Al-Hawaafiz At-Tijaariyyah At-Tasweeqiyyah by Dr. 

Khaalid Al-Muslih (pg. 127). 
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1 Fataawa Islaamiyyah (4/443). 
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1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari (1407); also, to see Shaykh Ibn `Uthaymeen’s discussion 

of the topic, refer to Liqaa’ Al-Baab Al-Maftooh. 
2 For more knowledge refer to Al-Hawaafiz At-Tijaariyyah At-Tasweeqiyyah by Dr. 

Khaalid Al-Muslih (pg. 159). 
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Another type of marketing incentive: 
Warranty  

Advice for all those who frequent 
shopping complexes 

First: Advice to the owners of the complexes: 

                                        
1 For more knowledge refer to Al-Hawaafiz At-Tijaariyyah At-Tasweeqiyyah by Dr. 

Khaalid Al-Muslih (pg. 267). 
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“When a man works with his hand, and every 

lawful sale.”

 

 

                                        
1 Reported by Ahmad in his book Al-Musnad(4/141) and Al-Albaani ruled it as 

authentic in his book Saheeh At-Targheeb wa At-Tarheeb(2/141). 
2 Reported by Al-Bukhaari (3937). 
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Second: Advice to those who own and work in stores: 
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1 Reported by At-Tirmithi (487) and Al-Albaani ruled it as acceptable in his book 

Saheeh At-Tirmithi (487). 
2 Reported by Maalik in his book Al-Muwatta’ (3/222). 
3 Al-Faqeeh wa Al-Mutafaqqih (1/65). 

`Ali ibn Abu Taalib, may Allaah be pleased with him, 
said that a man came to him and said: “O Commander 
of the Believers, I wish to engage in trade.”  `Ali, may 

Allaah be pleased with him, said: “Earn understanding in 
the religion before trade, because those who engage in 
trade before earning understanding in the religion will 
be continuously engaged in usury, and will not be able 

to leave it.”3 
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{O you who have 
believed, fulfill [all] contracts.} [QUR’AAN 5:1]

{And fulfill the covenant of 
Allaah when you have taken it, [O believers], and do not 
break oaths after their confirmation while you have made 
Allaah, over you, a witness. Indeed, Allaah knows what you 
do.} [QUR’AAN 16:91]
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{And take witnesses when you conclude a 
contract.} [QUR’AAN 2:282]

“Both parties in 
the sales transaction have the choice to annul the 
transaction, as long as they have not parted from one 
another, or until they part from one another. If they are 
both honest and clear, they will both have blessings in their 
transaction, but if they hide [faults in the product] and lie, 
the blessings of their transaction will be erased and wiped 

out.”

“The truthful and 

                                        
1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari (1973) and Muslim (1532). 
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trustworthy merchant will be with the prophets, truthful 

ones, and martyrs.”

“Merchants will be 
resurrected on the Day of Resurrection as insolent sinners, 
except those who fear Allaah, are righteous, and are 

honest.”

 

{Woe to 
those who give less [than due], Who, when they take a 
measure from people, take in full. But if they give by 

                                        
1 Reported by At-Tirmithi (1209) and Al-Albaani ruled it as authentic in his book 

Saheeh At-Targheeb wa At-Tarheeb (2/162). 
2 Reported by At-Tirmithi (1210) and he said that it is an authentic narration of the 

grade Hasan Saheeh.  Al-Albaani also ruled it as authentic in his book Saheeh At-
Targheeb wa At-Tarheeb(2/162). 
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measure or by weight to them, they cause loss. Do they not 
think that they will be resurrected For a tremendous Day - 
The Day when mankind will stand before the Lord of the 
worlds?} [QUR’AAN 83:1-6]

{And give full 
measure when you measure, and weigh with an even balance. 
That is the best [way] and best in result.} [QUR’AAN 17:35]

 

                                        
1 Mawaahib Al-Jaleel (6/193). 
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Fraud: Meaning, to hide the fault of the product. 

 

{O you who have 
believed, do not consume one another's wealth unjustly but 
only [in lawful] business by mutual consent. And do not kill 
yourselves [or one another]. Indeed, Allaah is to you ever 
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Merciful.} [QUR’AAN 4:29]  

 

“May Allaah show mercy to a man who adopts a kind 
attitude when he sells, buys and demands for the repayment 

of loans.”

 

 

‘This market is mixed with 

errors and lies, so mix it with some charity.’

                                        
1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari (1970). 
2 Shu`ab Al-Eemaan by Al-Bayhaqi (7/442). 
3 Reported by An-Nasaa’i (3808) and Al-Albaani ruled it as authentic in his book 

Saheeh An-Nasaa’i (8/371). 
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Third: Advice for security guards: 

 

 

 

Fourth: Advice for the callers to Allaah, and those good 
people who enjoin good and forbid evil: 

 

 {You are the best nation produced [as an 
example] for mankind. You enjoin what is 
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right and forbid what is wrong and believe 
in Allaah.} [QUR’AAN 3:110]

 {And let there be [arising] from you a 
nation inviting to [all that is] good, enjoining 
what is right and forbidding what is wrong, 
and those will be the successful.} [QUR’AAN 

3:104] 
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Fourth: Advice to males who frequent the markets and 
shops: 

 

 

“Beware 
of sitting in the pathways.”

“If you 
refuse anything but to sit there, then give the path 
its right.”

“Lowering the 
gaze, keeping harm away from others, responding 
to greetings of peace, ordering good, and 
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forbidding evil.” 1 

 

2

 

“There is no deity worthy of 
worship besides Allaah, alone, and without any 
partners. To Him belong kingship and praise, He 
brings life and takes life, and He is alive but never 
dies. In His Hand is goodness, and He is able to do 
all things [La Ilaaha Illallaahu Wahdahu la 
Shareeka Lah, Lahu al-Mulku wa Lahu al-Hamd, 
Yuhyi wa Yumeetu wa Huwa Hayyun la Yamoot, 
Biyadihi al-Khayru wa Huwa `ala Kulli Shay’in 

                                        
1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari (2333) and Muslim (2121). 
2 Reported by Al-Haakim (2/487) and he said: “It has an authentic chain of narration, 

but Al-Bukhaari and Muslim did not report it.” Ath-Thahabi, may Allaah have mercy 
on him, concurred. 
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Qadeer].” 1

 

2

3

 

                                        
1 Reported by At-Tirmithi (3428) and Al-Albaani ruled it as acceptable in Saheeh At-

Targheeb wa At-Tarheeb(2/142).  Other scholars ruled it as weak, such as Ibn Al-
Qayyim, may Allaah have mercy on him, Mulla `Ali Qaari, may Allaah have mercy 
on him, and Al-`Ajlooni, may Allaah have mercy on him. 

2 Reported by Al-Bukhaari (2018). 
3 Murqaat Al-Mafaateeh(16/418). 
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“You will not enter Paradise 
until you believe, and you will not believe until you 
earn mutual love. Shall I not tell you of something 
that if you do it, you will earn mutual love? Spread 
greetings of peace among each other.”1

 

“If one of you 
passes by our mosque or market and has an arrow, 
they should hold the iron-tip of the arrow, so that 
it does not harm any Muslims.”2

 

“Allaah 
has written on each child of Aadam their share of 
fornication, and they will do it, without any doubt. 
The eye commits fornication, and the way it does 

                                        
1 Reported by Muslim (54). 
2 Reported by Al-Bukhaari (6664) and Muslim (2615). 
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so is through vision. The tongue commits 
fornication, and the way it does so is through 
speaking. The soul wishes and desires, but the 
private areas confirm or falsify it.”1

{Tell the believing men 
to reduce [some] of their vision and guard their 
private parts. That is purer for them. Indeed, 
Allaah is Acquainted with what they do. And tell 
the believing women to reduce [some] of their 
vision and guard their private parts.} [QUR’AAN 

24:30-31]

                                        
1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari (5889) and Muslim (2657). 
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1

“O `Ali, do not follow an accidental look with 
an intentional look, because you are pardoned for 
the first look, not the second.”2

 

                                        
1 Reported by Muslim (2159). 
2 Reported by Abu Daawood (2149) At-Tirmithi (2777) and Al-Haakim in his book Al-

Mustadrak, wherein he stated: “This is an authentic narration according to the 
conditions stipulated by Muslim, but neither he nor Al-Bukhaari reported it.” Ath-
Thahabi concurred (2/212).  Also, Al-Albaani ruled it as acceptable in his book 
Saheeh At-Targheeb wa At-Tarheeb(2/189). 
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“Would you be pleased that 
someone commits this act with your mother?”

“Would you be pleased if someone 
commits this act with your daughter, or sister, or 
maternal or paternal aunt?”1

 

                                        
1 Reported by Ahmad (5/256) and Al-Albaani ruled it as authentic in his book As-

Silsilah As-Saheehah (1/645). 
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“The 
feet of a slave will not move until they are asked 
about their life and how they spent it, their 
knowledge and how they used it, their wealth, how 
they earned and spent it, and their body and how 
they used it.”1

 

{And hasten to forgiveness from 
your Lord and a garden as wide as the heavens 
and earth, prepared for the righteous} [QUR’AAN 

3:133]

{It is those who 
hasten to good deeds, and they outstrip [others] 
therein.} [QUR’AAN 23:61]

                                        
1 Reported by At-Tirmithi (2417) and he said: “It is of an acceptably authentic grade.” 
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{So race to [all that is] good.}
[QUR’AAN 5:48]

1

Sixth: Advice to women who frequent the markets and 
shop: 

 

“There 
are two types of people of Hellfire that I have no 
seen: a group that have whips similar to the tails 
of cows, and they hit people with them, and women 
who are dressed, but naked, they invite to evil and 
they are inclined to it. Their heads are similar to 
the humps of camels. They will not enter Paradise 
and will not smell its scent, while its scent is heard 
from the distance of such-and-such.”2

 

                                        
1 Ihyaa’ `Uloom Ad-Deen (3/207). 
2 Reported by Muslim (2128). 
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“Do not prevent the female 
slaves of Allaah the Exalted from going to 
the mosques of Allaah. They should go out 
while untidy and without wearing any 
perfume.”1

 

 

                                        
1 Reported by Abu Daawood (565) and Ad-Daarimi (1248) and Al-Albaani ruled it as 

authentic in his book Irwaa’ Al-Ghaleel (2/293).  Also, Al-Bukhaari (858) and Muslim 

(442) both reported it without the phrase: “They should go out while untidy and 
without wearing any perfume.” 
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{O wives of 
the Prophet, you are not like anyone among 
women. If you fear Allaah, then do not be 
soft in speech [to men], lest he in whose 
heart is disease should covet, but speak with 
appropriate speech.} [QUR’AAN 33:32]
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Seventh: Advice for guardians: 

“It is enough of a sin for a 

man to neglect those whom he cares for.”
{O you who have believed, protect 

yourselves and your families from a Fire whose fuel is 
people and stones} [QUR’AAN 66:6]

                                        
1 Reported by Abu Daawood (1692) and Al-Albaani ruled it as acceptable in his book 

Saheeh At-Targheeb wa At-Tarheeb(2/203). 
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“Beware of the commotion of markets.”

Eighth: General advice for all shoppers: 

 

                                        
1 Reported by Muslim (432). 
2 Reported by Ahmad (1/133) and Al-Arnaa’oot ruled its chain of narration to be 

weak. 
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Women-only markets 

Their importance: 
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Tips to avoid embarrassment: 
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1 http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/arabic/middle_east_news/newsid_4926000/4926322.stm 
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The condition of the pious predecessors 
in the markets 

{And they say, "What is this messenger that eats food and 
walks in the markets? Why was there not sent down to him 
an angel so he would be with him a warner?} [QUR’AAN 25:7]

{And We did not send 
before you, [O Muhammad], any of the messengers except 
that they ate food and walked in the markets. And We have 
made some of you [people] as trial for others - will you have 
patience? And ever is your Lord, Seeing.} [QUR’AAN 25:20]

{Men whom 
neither commerce nor sale distracts from the remembrance 
of Allaah and performance of prayer and giving of Zakaah. 
They fear a Day in which the hearts and eyes will 
[fearfully] turn about.} [QUR’AAN 24:37]
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{Men 
whom neither commerce nor sale distracts from the 

remembrance of Allaah} [QUR’AAN 24:37]"

{Men whom 
neither commerce nor sale distracts from the remembrance 
of Allaah} [QUR’AAN 24:37]

                                        
1 Tafseer At-Tabari (19/192). 
2 Reported by Al-Bayhaqi in his book Shu`ab Al-Eemaan(7/379) and Hannaad ibn 

As-Sari in his book Az-Zuhd (2/582). 
3 Reported by Al-Bayhaqi in his book Shu`ab Al-Eemaan (3/76). 
4 Reported by Abu Nu`aym in his book Al-Hilyah(9/184) and Sifat As-Safwah(2/348). 
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1 Reported by Al-Bayhaqi in his book Shu`ab Al-Eemaan (1/412). 
2 Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad (1/348) and Al-Albaani ruled it as 

authentic in his book Saheeh Al-Adab Al-Mufrad (1/395). 
3 Reported by `Abd Ar-Razzaaq (10/386). 
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1 Reported by At-Tabaraani in his book Al-Mu'jam Al-Kabeer(9/181) and Al-Haythami, 

may Allaah have mercy on him, said: “The narrators are those present in the 
Saheeh books, besides Sulaym ibn Hanthalah, and he is trustworthy.”Majma` Az-
Zawaa’id (10/89). 

2 Reported by Ibn Abu Shaybah (8/181). 
3 Reported by Ibn Abu `Aasim in Al-Aahaad wa Al-Mathaani (5/183) and Al-Albaani 

ruled it as authentic in his book Saheeh At-Targheeb wa At-Tarheeb(1/101). 

Salmaan, may Allaah be pleased with him, said: “The 
market is the ovary and place where Satan deposits his 
eggs. If you are able to be the first to enter, and not last 

to leave, then do so.”2 
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1 Reported by Al-Bayhaqi in Ash-Shu`ab (1/412). 
2 Reported by Al-Bayhaqi in his book Shu`ab Al-Eemaan (6/128). 
3 Reported by Abu Nu`aym in Al-Hilyah(2/252). 
4 Reported in Hilyat Al-Awliyaa' (2/272). 
5 Reported in Hilyat Al-Awliyaa' (2/385). 
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1 Reported in Hilyat Al-Awliyaa' (3/93). 
2 Reported in Hilyat Al-Awliyaa' (3/108). 
3 Reported in Hilyat Al-Awliyaa' (3/246). 
4 Reported in Hilyat Al-Awliyaa' (4/4). 
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They used to trade in order to give charity: 

                                        
1 Reported in Hilyat Al-Awliyaa' (5/102). 
2 Reported by Al-Bukhaari (4392). 
3 Reported by An-Nasaa’i (2528) and Al-Albaani ruled it as authentic in his book 

Saheeh An-Nasaa’i (6/173). 
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Hisbah (enjoining good and forbidding 
evil) in the market 

                                        
1 Fat-h Al-Baari (3/284). 
2 Al-Mawsoo`ah Al-Fiqhiyyah (2/970). 
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“What is this, O owner of the 
grain?”

“You should place it on top, so that the people 

can see it; whoever cheats is not one of me.”

                                        
1 At-Turuq Al-Hukmiyyah (pg. 349-350) 
2 Reported by Muslim (102). 
3 Reported by Al-Bukhaari (2030) and Muslim (1527). 
4 Fat-h Al-Baari (12/179). 
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1 Al-Istee`aab(2/621). 
2 Al-Istee`aab(2/576). 
3 Reported by Ibn Abu Shaybah (5/260). 
4 Reported by Ibn Abu Shaybah (2/43). 
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Should the woman who beautifies herself 
be advised? 

                                        
1 Al-Madkhal(1/228). 
2 Ahkaam As-Sooq. 
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Conclusion 
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